Things to know about Fort Worth, TX
Learning a history about a city or a town is something that we should pay attention to for a time. It’s because we get to know
about the interesting people and the crucial events that have shaped what it is today. It can be fascinating, too.
Fort Worth’s history is no exception. This city in north-central Texas has a fascinating (and even turbulent) past that helped
it evolve into the urban center it is today. It is one of the biggest cities in Texas and the second-largest city in the Dallas-Fort
Worth metroplex in terms of population.
Fort Worth is considered one of the fastest-growing cities in the entire US – a bustling municipality with schools, offices,
museums, theaters, shops, cafes, restaurants, nightlife spots, and lots of other amenities. Every town and city has its distinct
page of history, and Fort Worth is no exception. But its history is far more interesting compared to that of its neighbors. It rose
from its earlier reputation as a sleepy town to becoming a dusty, wild, and turbulent frontier town. It is where history’s most
infamous and legendary outlaws established their notoriety. But Fort Worth is also known as the land of the noble and the
brave.
Fort Worth proudly holds the bulk of the American West history and culture, and numerous local museums display the relics of
such heritage. Many of Fort Worth’s architecture will also remind you of its past. The city’s earliest history can be closely linked
with the early history of north Texas.

History of Forth Worth, TX
At the height of Fort Worth’s cattle boom era, the cowboys passing the city along the legendary Chisholm Trail would spend
their leisure time in the downtown known as “Hell’s Half Acre.” It was once the favorite stomping grounds of the infamous
legends of the Wild West. The tales of Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid were the talk of the town, and have remained
some the most fascinating episodes of Fort Worth’s history up to now.
Butch Cassidy’s Wild Bunch was probably the most successful train robbery gang in history. When they weren’t robbing
banks or trains, they would spend their downtime at Hell’s Half Acre, where they continued to revel at saloons and dance
halls around town.
One of Fort Worth’s historic attractions, the Sundance Square, used to be a hot spot for other outlaws such as Doc Holliday
and Wyatt Earp (who became the famous participants of the “Gunfight at the O.K. Corral” shootout in Arizona, in 1881).

Places to Go in Fort Worth, TX
Fort Worth is a prosperous, bustling and progressive city that welcomes diversity and new
changes, but at the same time, it also gives a big nod to its tumultuous but colorful past.
It is home to the rich and vibrant Western arts and culture, as well as culinary treasures.
Many attractions in Fort Worth appeal to both locals and tourists that come from other
states and overseas. It has something for everyone – fans of the Wild West, lovers of the
nature and the outdoors, art enthusiasts, science and history buffs, and gastronomes. Go
to Visit Fort Worth website to discover more about this wonderful city.
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